
TALKING TO TEXANS:
MAKING CALLS FOR MJ



❏ Get ready to make calls to your 
neighbors about MJ Hegar

❏ Ask people for their support and 
learn persuasive messaging

❏ Practice using the script and 
your hard ask with feedback 
from peers

Goals  + Agenda



We’re talking to: 
❏ Texas Democrats
❏ Likely to vote in the 

primary

We’re asking them:
❏ If they’ll be voting

for MJ in the Texas
Democratic primary

❏ If they’d like to join our campaign for Texas

Who are we calling?



We use a system called 
“OpenVPB” to make calls 
(VPB stands for virtual phone 
bank) → openvpb.com

This is connected to the 
database we use to keep 
track of our supporters & 
voters.

How are we calling?

https://www.openvpb.com/vpb_bycode/E78E63E-385734


Once you click “get started” it will ask you to 
log in with your ActionID.  

If you’ve used MiniVAN 
or made phone calls 
with this system before 
go ahead and log in.

If you’ve never used it 
before and don’t have 
an ActionID  you can create one!  

Getting Started



Once you log in you’ll need to 
enter the code for your phone 
bank.

Our current code is: 
78E63E-385734

Once you enter the code 
you’ll be taken to the first 
person you’re calling.

  

Entering the code



● The main goal for these phone calls is to tell voters 
about MJ and identify supporters

● We’ll ask voters if they’ll commit to voting for MJ, and 
ask them to join our campaign

● This is also a great opportunity to persuade voters who 
haven’t made up their minds yet 

● We’ll share our personal stories with them, and find out 
what issues they care about

  

What are we saying?



Hello, is [FIRST NAME] available? Hi [FIRST NAME], this is [YOUR 
NAME] and I'm a volunteer with MJ Hegar for Texas. She's the 
decorated combat veteran and working mom running for 
US Senate. She’s fighting for all Texas families on issues like 
affordable health care, climate change, ending family 
separation at our borders, and cleaning up our government.

We’re introducing voters to MJ straight away. 

Are you smiling? This is a real! Folks can hear your smile over 
the phone!

  

Let’s practice the script!



The Democratic primary is coming up on March 3rd.
Can we count on you to support and vote for MJ Hegar?

Depending on their answer, we’ll follow up with a series of 
questions.

Make sure you mark down their answer in the dropdown 
menu. Only mark ‘1 - Strong MJ’ if they are definitely voting 
for her. We need to know who our best supporters are!

  

The Ask



Awesome, thank you so much for your support! I know she's 
the best candidate to take on Cornyn in November which is 
why I'm volunteering for her.
 
Can we invite you to volunteer opportunities for MJ Hegar?
We don’t have much time left to talk to voters -- we want 
all MJ supporters to take action with our campaign like 
you’re doing!

  

If they support MJ



Have you decided when you'll vote yet? Early voting starts 
on Tuesday February 18th, and goes until Friday February 
28th. Then you can also vote on Election Day, March 3.
 
Make sure they have the information they need to go vote.

Once you do, you can move on to the next voter!

  

Voting information



That's ok! I know it's hard to decide when there are so many 
candidates running. For me, I'm really thinking about who is 
going to be able to beat John Cornyn in November and I 
think that person is MJ Hegar.
 
Use some of our suggested persuasion points on the next 
slide or share YOUR reason for supporting MJ

Reaching undecided voters is a great opportunity for us!

  

If they’re undecided



● She’s proven she’s been able to go to DC, build bipartisan 
support, and get things done without caving to special 
interests and corporate donors like when she advocated 
against a rule to keep women out of ground combat roles

● As a mother, fighting against climate change is her top priority. 
After two complicated pregnancies she knows the importance 
of privacy with women’s health and making sure there’s quality 
affordable health care available to every Texan. She’s the best 
candidate to push back against the gun lobby and end family 
separation at our border.  

  

Talking points



I know MJ is trying hard to earn every vote and listen to 
what matters to Texans so she can be a better 
representative if elected.
 
Which issue is most important to you?
 
Listen to what they say and feel free to direct people to 
mjfortexas.com/issues if they want to know more about 
MJ’s positions. You’re allowed to say you don’t know if they 
ask you a question about one of her stances!

  

Connecting on the issues

https://mjfortexas.com/issues/


Thank you for sharing that with me. I know MJ is trying hard 
to earn every vote and listen to what matters to Texans so 
she can be a better representative if elected. What issue 
matters to you most?
 
Because there’s a chance we’ll have a Runoff election, it’s 
helpful to get this information even for voters supporting 
other candidates.

  

If supporting another 
candidate



Thank you so much for your time and have a great rest of 
your day!

Whether or not they’re a supporter, make sure to end the 
conversation on a polite & positive note

→ Make sure you’ve used all of the dropdown menus 
to mark their answers before you move on to the next 
voter! This data is very important to the campaign.

  

Ending the conversation



If you have any questions while you’re making calls, ask us 
in the #-phonebanking Slack Channel! 

If you haven’t joined slack yet, here’s the link: 
mjfortexas.com/slack

NOW IT’S TIME TO TALK TO TEXANS: 
YOU GOT THIS!

  

Any questions?

https://mjfortexas.com/slack

